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The Mantle Clock Project
The following pages describe the several stages involved in the construction of the author’s first
mantle or desk clock. The presentation format is simple: each step of the build was captured
by one or more photographs. Explanatory captions follow most pictures.
The project followed parallel tracks: physical construction and various lessons learned along
the way. In addition, utilized tools, materials and some useful websites are described as well.

Completed Atkins Mantle Clock, Model 49643 constructed from plans and hardware
components purchased from the Klockit Company of Lake Geneva, WI. This acquisition
included an 8 day mechanical movement and Westminster Chimes, Model 340-20 by Hermle.
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First Things First – Why the Build?
Even dedicated boat builders need a break every once in a while, so a low bandwidth hunt was
initiated to find an interesting woodworking digression. The timing of the ennui coincided with
the advent of an important birthday for my brother. The natal celebration signified the
attainment of a life milestone, hence the theme of time and ultimately thoughts of building a
clock.
After much searching on the web, the Klockit Company offerings were revealed
(https://www.klockit.com). Interaction with the Klockit Company proved to be interesting. At the
time of the purchase (September 2016), there were several kits and plans offered on the Klockit
website. Following more research, the decision was made to acquire plans, a mechanical
movement and hardware for the Atkins Mantle Clock, Model 49643. Ordering and shipping
were painless; everything arrived in good order about 3-4 days after the order was placed.
There were several components such as glass, dial, hands, nuts, bolts, screws, assembly
suggestions and, of course, the plans. As a veteran of many builds, I was somewhat surprised
and quite pleased to find all parts present and undamaged.
After inventorying the parts and pouring over the plans and assembly instructions, a detailed
review was undertaken to determine lumber needs and identify any required additional supplies.
A decision was made to use cherry wood for the clock’s framework. Construction required
several different lumber lengths, widths and thicknesses. Since a good deal of planing was
necessary to realize the various thicknesses, the local lumber yard
(http://www.stjameslumber.com) resources were used. Final millwork was performed by this
writer.

An Unanticipated Challenge
Here is where the Klockit Company interaction seemed to morph into lost scenes from “The
Twilight Zone.” Even with the copious documentation included with the Klockit Company
purchase, there was no picture of a completed Atkins Mantle Clock. No problem, I thought.
Just log back to the Klockit website and get the picture. Ho, Ho, ho.
The Atkins plans and pictures were gone; so were the plans and pictures for most other
offerings. Undaunted, I called the help desk and was told they were no longer available; the
Klockit Company had purged all related information! This eerie occurrence happened only 2-3
weeks after receiving the shipment. I was told no information, no picture and no parts were
available. I ended the help desk call before embarrassing myself with a tempestuous rant.
Perhaps an ancient event like this was the origin of the Latin phrase, tempus fugit. Sorry dear
reader, I could not resist.
The day was saved when I remembered Google Images (https://images.google.com). Therein
pictures of many Atkins Mantle Clocks were displayed. Historically correct hardware is not
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generally available from big box stores. However, a good source proved to be House of Antique
Hardware (http://www.houseofantiquehardware.com).

Required Tools, Nice-To-Have Tools and Supplies
The Atkins Mantle Clock required the following lumber:

To allow for the usual mishaps, planing snipes and lumber imperfections, 20% was added to the
board feet estimates. Note that 4 different thicknesses of cherry were called for, hence the
decision to have the lumber yard make the rough cuts and perform the preliminary millwork.
Construction required more than a minimalist’s tool selection: common and Phillips-head
screwdrivers of different sizes; tape measure; utility knife; small tack hammer; rubber mallet;
sanding block; clamps; rasp; torpedo level; pliers; wrenches; straight edge; depth gauge;
carpenter’s square; scrapers; disposable foam brushes and paint trays; nitrile gloves;
disposable respirator; eye and ear protectors; drop cloths; tack cloths; disposable aprons; and
masking tape. Some power tools were helpful too, especially a wet-dry vacuum; drill press;
cordless drill; sabre saw; and finish sanders. A table-mounted router was used to make
stopped dadoes and grooves. A table or band saw, circular saw; planer and jointer are
necessary if all millwork is performed by the builder. Other required materials were consumed
in quantity, especially sandpaper of various grits (120 to 400); 0000 steel wool; Titebond III glue;
paper rags; and solvents such as alcohol and mineral spirits. Finishes including polyurethane
and stain were also used.
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Measuring Tools
After reviewing the plans and assembly instructions multiple times, gathering the materials and
determining an efficient cutting sequence, construction commenced.

The picture shows some of the measuring tools that were used. Plans called for ±1/32”
precision.

Pedestal Parts after Milling

Above photograph shows the top, front, back, sides, lower base and door after milling was
completed. Note stopped dadoes and grooves, bevels and the center cutout of the front panel.
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Upper Case Parts after Milling

More stopped dadoes and bevels were necessary for the upper case. Very precise locations
and sizes were required for the clock adjustment access holes and the mechanical movement
mounting/chimes mounting block. Note the front door frame as well.

Finishing Commences

General Finishes brand, Georgian Cherry Gel Stain was used throughout. Only inner faces
were finished on the first round. Finishing included stain and polyurethane.
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Adding Felt to Pedestal Interior

Note the addition of felt on the lower base panel. This was not called for in the plans, but the
author thought it added an attractive touch.

Assembling the Pedestal

Titebond III glue, clamps and squares… assembly begins! Finishing of exterior surfaces was
delayed until assembly was completed.
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Finishing Exterior Faces

Two light coats of gel stain were required on exterior surfaces to achieve uniform coloring. This
was followed by 3 coats of polyurethane.

Lack of Color Uniformity on Sides - Starting Over
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Inspection revealed that the exterior sides of the clock casing deviated from the desired color
uniformity. After much scraping and sanding, the gel stain was reapplied.

Mechanical Movement and Chimes Installed

Installing the movement and chime assemblies proved to be reasonably straight forward. Note
the back of the clock casing to the right in the photograph.
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Ecce, Gloria

Results of the effort: a handsome gift suitable for a very special occasion.
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Final Thoughts
After assembly and attaching the hands, there was the excitement of winding the chimes and
clock mechanisms for the first time. The chimes and the clock hands were not synchronized
until several adjustments were completed. Moreover, the chime’s fingers had to be slightly bent
to achieve a full, rich tone. After completing those tasks, the clock was left to run overnight.
The next morning the chimes were placed into silent mode. Yeow, enough with the chimes
already!
The project was fun, but it was concluded that a table saw with a sharp blade and a tablemounted router were absolutely necessary to achieve the required precision of cuts, bevels,
stopped dadoes, grooves and rabbets. A few pieces of ruined lumber underscored these
experiences and were chalked up to the price of experimentation.
The promptitude of shipping and the completeness of the many hardware components by the
Klockit Company were exemplary; however their complete abandonment of the customer after
the sale was deplorable. One can only conjecture about what sort of extraordinary business
event led to this behavior. Nevertheless, caveat emptor.
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Mentioned Web Sites

Company Name
Saint James Lumber
House of Antique
Hardware
The Klockit Company

Google Images

URL
Notes
http://www.stjameslumber.com
Lumber, millwork
http://www.houseofantiquehardware.com Great site; historically
correct hardware
https://www.klockit.com
Complete clocks, kits,
plans, components and
hardware
https://images.google.com
Billions of images
covering just about all
known physical objects
(including antique clocks)
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